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The existence of the translation effect component on the application of the original Dee Investigation Simulation
Program for Regulating Network (DISPRIN) model would be counter-productive when applied to rainfall-runoff
analysis on small watersheds that have the level of sharp fluctuations that commonly occur in tropical islands.
Modifying the original DISPRIN model by ignoring the components proved to mask existing weaknesses. This
article tries to compare the performance of the original DISPRIN model and the modified DISPRIN model in the
case of the transformation of rainfall data series into discharge data series on a daily period. The calibration
process of the parameters of both models uses the evolution differential algorithm (DE). The case study is Lesti
watershed at the control point of AWLR Tawangrejeni station (319.14 km2) located in East Java, Indonesia. The
test model uses 10-year daily data sets, from January 1, 2007, to December 31, 2016. Data series from 2007
to 2013 as a training data set used for the process of model calibration and model validation, data series from
2014 to 2016 as a test data set for model verification. The results show that the modified DISPRIN model is
more effective than the original DISPRIN model in terms of accuracy and iteration time in achieving convergent
conditions. The original DISPRIN model was able to respond to fluctuations in a seasonal flow, but was unable
to respond to the sharp fluctuations in daily flows. The modified DISPRIN model can fix that vulnerability and
can generate an NSE > 0.8 value in the validation and verification phase.
Keywords: differential evolution algorithm, modified disprin model, rainfall, runoff.
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Introduction
The fundamental weakness of the application of the
lumped model in conceptual hydrological lies in the
large number of parameters that must be calibrated
simultaneously before the model can be applied. This
makes the model ineffective in solving practical problems. Efforts to improve the performance of lumped
models by combining them with concepts of metaheuristic-based optimisation have been widely proposed by world researchers. Several new models of
combined lumped models and metaheuristic methods
have been developed, including the differential evolution (DE) algorithm and particle swam optimisation
(PSO) algorithm combined with HBV model and GRJ4
model (Piotrowski et al,. 2016), genetic algorithm (GA)
with NAM model and Tank model (Ngoc et al., 2012),
GA with HBV modified model (Saibert, 2000), CTSM
algorithm with HBV model and NAM model (Jonsdottir et al., 2005), GA with HBV modified model (Saibert, 2000), shuffle complex evolution (SCE) algorithm
with AFFDEF model (Darikandeh, 2014), dynamically
dimensioned search (DDS) algorithm and SCE algorithm with SWAT 2000 model (Tolson and Shoemaker,
2007), Xin’anjiang model with SCE algorithms (Bao et
al., 2008), as well as GA and GA hybrid (Wang et al.,
2012). Metaheuristic methods for automatic calibration of Tank model parameters have also been proposed, including a combination Tank model with PSO
algorithm (Santos et al., 2011), Marquard algorithm
(Setiawan et al., 2003), and GA (Ngoc et al., 2012). The
combination of Tank models with the PSO algorithm
for flood discharge analysis with the hour-time period
in urban areas in Taiwan can perform very well (Hsu
and Yeh, 2015). A multi Tank model of 6 tank system
(27 parameters) combined with the DDS algorithm
can show better results than the finite element method (FEM) model (Uhlenbrook et al., 1999). The Tank
model of 8 tank system (32 parameters) combined
with the DDS algorithm and GA can perform well in
predicting groundwater fluctuations in Yamagata,
Japan. In this case, the two developed models can
show nearly the same error rate, but the DDS algorithm-based optimisation method is more effective in
speed of reaching convergent conditions (Huang and
Xiong, 2010).

The DISPRIN or Dee Investigation Simulation Program
for Regulating Network model as explained by Jamieson and Wilkinson (1972) is included in the lumped
model category (Shaw, 1985). In applying the DISPRIN
model, a watershed must be divided into three zones,
namely up-land zone, hill-slope zone and bottom
slope zone. The process of transformation rainfall
into runoff data was approached by applying 8 tanks
spread across the three zones in the watershed. This
article is basically part of a study entitled DISPRIN
model with Automatic Calibration Based on Differential Evolution Algorithm Based on Transforming Rain
Data Into Runoff, that has been done by the author.
Efforts to improve the performance of the DISPRIN
model are done by involving the optimisation process
of parameters by utilising the advantages of the DE
algorithm. This research was carried out in two stages. Stage 1 is directed at efforts to improve the performance of the original DISPRIN model to transform
rainfall data series into runoff data series by using a
weekly period input data set. Evapotranspiration data
and rainfall data are accumulated from daily data in
a week (mm/week). The discharge data used are the
average data from recording daily discharges (m3/s)
so that sharp discharge fluctuations due to short periods of hard rain do not appear. By using this data
input set, the original DISPRIN model can show good
performance. The discharge curve from the model
output can approach the observation discharge curve,
both at the validation and verification stages. The new
model resulting from the merging of the original DISPRIN model equation system with the DE algorithm
is called the DISPRIN25-DE model. Index 25 shows
the number of parameters involved in the optimisation process. Stage 1 research results have been published in the Journal of Water and Land Development
No. 37 (pp. 141–152), with the article entitled Automatic calibration and sensitivity analysis of DISPRIN
model parameters: A case study on Lesti watershed in
East Java, Indonesia (Sulianto et al., 2018).
This article is the result of stage 2 research directed
at efforts to improve the performance of the DISPRIN
model in anticipating the occurrence of sharp flow
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fluctuations in the short period that characterises
hydrographs in rivers that have small watersheds in
the tropics, as well as the characteristics of rivers in
Indonesia. The results of the sensitivity analysis of the
original DISPRIN model parameters using the Monte
Carlo simulation method show that the parameters
on the translation effect factor have a very high sensitivity level and are very low on other parameters. This
indicates that the performance of the original DISPRIN model is strongly influenced by the accuracy in
determining the values of these parameters (Sulianto
et al., 2018). In large watersheds that have long river channels and wide cross sections as the Dee river character, in which the model was developed, the
translation effect factor may have a positive effect on
the model’s performance. However, if applied to rivers
in an archipelago that has a small watershed with a
fast flow response, this factor can actually negatively
affect the performance of the model. The success of
the Tank model by Sugawara in anticipating this phenomenon by negating the translation effect factor in
the analysis process may be accommodated in order
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to improve the performance of the original DISPRIN
model. Therefore, a modification of the DISPRIN model by ignoring these factors to be relevant is proposed
in this study. Thus, the DISPRIN model may be modified into 7 tanks with 23 parameters, or called the
DISPRIN23 model. The merging of the DISPRIN23
model equation system with the DE algorithm is then
called the DISPRIN23-DE model.
Model testing was carried out at the same research
location as stage 1 research (Lesti watershed, 319.14
km2), but the data period used as a basic for analysis was different. Evapotranspiration and rainfall use
daily recording data (mm/day). Discharge data (m3/s)
refer to the average discharge from recording the
hourly period obtained from the automatic water level
record (AWLR) so that the sharp flow fluctuation curve
due to short periods of rainfall is clearly visible. The
overall results of the study are expected to be an alternative solution to help solve the problem of limited
river flow data, which often becomes an obstacle in
water resource development activities in developing
countries, including Indonesia.

Materials and methods
Hydrological model
Schematic simulation of the original DISPRIN model
and the modified DISPRIN model are shown in Figure 1. The application of the original DISPRIN model
involves 8 tanks including tank H that presents the
translation effect factor, so that the river discharge
is identical to the outflow from tank H. The modified
DISPRIN model consists of 7 tanks (without involving
tank H), so the river discharge is the result of the sum
of horizontal outflows from tank E, tank F and tank G.
The boundaries of up-land zones, hill-slope zones and
bottom-slope zones on watersheds are determined
based on their position and physical characteristics
that can be interpreted from topographic maps. The
up-land zone is located in an upstream basin that is
physically sloped with a steep surface, the hill-slope
zone is located in the central basin with the medium
surface, and the bottom-slope zone is located downstream of the watershed, which tends to have a flat
surface slope. Each watershed zone is presented by

two vertical series of tanks. In a watershed system
the upper tank contributes to surface flow and intermediate flow. The bottom tank is a reservoir sub-base
that contributes to the flow of the sub-base flow. The
tanks in each watershed zone are interconnected with
the principle of gravity flow. The horizontal outflow
from the up-land zone tank group will flow in the hillslope zone tank group, and then the hill-slope zone
tank group will fill the water in the bottom slope zone.
In the vertical upstream, the upper tank will fill the
bottom tank when sufficient water supply is available.
However, if evapotranspiration is so dominant that it
cannot be fulfilled by the upper tank water reserves,
the water reserves in the lower tanks will be taken at
the value of the deficit. This process also applies to
the hill-slope zone and bottom-slope zone tank.
Based on Figure 1, the parameters of the original
DISPRIN model and the modified DISPRIN model can
be identified as shown in Table 1. These parameters
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Fig. 1. Simulation scheme of the DISPRIN model

a - Original DISPRIN model

b - Modified DISPRIN model

are basically the physical characteristics of each tank
as an analogy of the physical characteristics of the
watershed parts. In the DISPRIN model application,
the physical characteristics are expressed as the discharge coefficient on the tank hole, the height of the
tank hole and the initial height of the water level in the
tank. The original DISPRIN model according to Figure
1a) has 25 parameters spread over 8 tanks. The upland zone, the hill-slope zone and the bottom-slope
zone each have 7 parameters. The attenuation effect
and the translation effect each have 2 parameters. In
this model, the runoff function can be stated more
simply because it is identical to the amount of horizontal flow through tank H. The modified DISPRIN
model according to Figure 1b) has a slightly different
tank structure. This model does not involve the translation effect factor so that it only consists of 7 tanks
and has 23 parameters. In this model, the river flow
function is the sum of the horizontal flow of tank E,
tank F and tank G.

rainfall, then precisely the water level in the tank will
shrink as the difference between the value of evapotranspiration and rainfall that happened during that
period [Ep(t) -P(t)].

As shown in Figure 1, initially the water can fill the top
tank or even go out of the tank corresponding to climatic conditions. When the period of rainfall is greater than evapotranspiration, the top tank in all three
zones will experience the charging amount of the
difference between the amount of rainfall and evapotranspiration values [P(t)-EP(t)]. But if it turns out that
the evapotranspiration period is more dominant than

qA0(t) = cA0 * SAmean(t)

(2)

SAmean(t) = [(SA(t-1) + SA(t)]/2

(3)

The horizontal flow of tank A (qA1) as the surface flow
will occur when the water level position in tank A exceeds the position of the horizontal outlet. The runoff
value is expressed as follows:
qA1 (t) = SAmaen(t) - DA1

(1)

Vertical flow of tank A (qA0) presents the infiltration
process and will occur if there is sufficient water in
the tank.
The flow will increase the water level of tank B. The
infiltration flow qA0(t) can be calculated by the equation:

Where: cA0 – discharge coefficient bottom outlet tank A;
SA(t) – height of water level tank A period t (mm);
SA(t-1) – height of water level tank A period t-1 (mm).
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DISPRIN model and modified DISPRIN model

Tank identity

Description of flow

DISPRIN model parameters
Original

A

Overland flow

Up-land
B

C

Quick return flow

Overland flow

Hill-slope
D

E

Quick return flow

Overland flow

Bottom-slope
F

G

H

Quick return flow

Attenuation effect

CA0

CA0

Coefficient of infiltration flow

DA1

DA1

Height of overland flow outlet

SA

SA

Initial of water level in tank A

CB0

CB0

Coefficient of percolation flow

CB1

CB1

Coefficient of subsurface flow

DB1

DB1

Height of subsurface flow outlet

SB

SB

Initial of water level in tank B

CC0

CC0

Coefficient of infiltration flow

DC1

DC1

Height of overland flow outlet

SC

SC

Initial of water level in tank C

CD0

CD0

Coefficient of percolation flow

CD1

CD1

Coefficient of subsurface flow

DD1

DD1

Height of subsurface flow outlet

SD

SD

Initial of water level in tank D

CE0

CE0

Coefficient of infiltration flow

DE1

DE1

Height of overland flow outlet

SE

SE

Initial of water level in tank E

CF0

CF0

Coefficient of percolation flow

CF1

CF1

Coefficient of subsurface flow

DF1

DF1

Height of subsurface flow outlet

SF

SF

Initial of water level in tank F

CG

CG

Coefficient of runoff

SG

SG

Initial of water level in tank G

CH

Coefficient of runoff

SH

Initial of water level in tank H

Translation effect

Original DISPRIN model

Runoff river function

Description of model parameters

Modified

Q(t)=QH(t)

Modified DISPRIN model

Q(t)=QE1(t)+QF1(t)+QG(t)
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In the same period, the second tank on the up-land
zone (Tank B) will also experience changes in water reserves. Adding qA0(t) will occur when the flow
is positive, but if qA0(t) is negative it means that the
water reservoir in tank A is not sufficient to meet the
evapotranspiration process needs and the value must
be taken from the water reserve in tank B. The height
of water level tank B in period t can be expressed as:
if, qA0 > 0, then
SB(t) = SB(t-1) + qA0(t)

(4)

and if, qA0 < 0, then:
SB(t) = SB(t-1) - [Ep(t) - P(t) - SA(t)]

(5)

The horizontal flow (qB1) as the sub-base flow will occur
when the water position in tank B is higher than the horizontal outlet position (SB (t)> DB1). The flow that occurs
is expressed as:
SB(t) = SB(t-1) - [Ep(t) - P(t) - SA(t)]

(6)

qB1(t) will fill the tank D. Since the area of the up-land
zone and the hill-slope zone is different, the flow into
tank D can be proportionally computed by the equation:
qB1t(t) = (Au/Ah) * qB1(t)

(7)

Where: qB1t(t) – inflow to tank D (mm/day);
Au – area of up-land zone (km2);
Ah – area of the hill-slope zone (km2).
The vertical flow of tank B describes the percolation
process in the soil. This flow will fill the deep ground
water reserves. The vertical flow (qB0) can be calculated by the equation:
qB0 (t) = cB0 * SBmean(t)

(8)

The percolation flow will further increase the deep
ground water reserve (tank G). Since the area of the
up-land zone and the total area of the watershed is
different, the flow into tank G proportionally can be
calculated by the equation:
qB0t(t) = (Au/Aw) * qB0(t)
Where: qB0t(t) – inflow to tank G (mm/day);
Aw – watershed total area (km2).

(9)
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The flow calculation procedure in the hill-slope zone
of the tank system and the bottom-slope zone by
analogy can follow the above principles with respect
to the flow configuration as described in Figure 1.
Tank G accommodates the channel flow factor in a
component attenuation effect. The water reservoir
in this tank is not affected by the evapotranspiration
process. Water filling in tank G is only influenced by
the percolation flow of the three watershed zones.
At the beginning of the dry season, the base flow in
the river is caused by the intermediate flow and subbase flow components. However, at the end of the dry
season when the water reserves in the intermediate
zone have been exhausted to meet evapotranspiration needs, the river flow is only supported by tank
G. The height of the water level in tank G is stated as:
SG(t) = SG(t-1) +qB0t(t)+qD0t(t)+qF0t(t)

(10)

qB0t(t) = (Au/Aw)*qB0(t)

(11)

qD0t (t) = (Ah/Aw)*qD0(t)

(12)

qF0t (t) = (Ab/Aw)*qF0(t)

(13)

Where: SG(t) – height of water level tank G period t (mm);
SG(t-1) – height of water level tank G period (t-1) (mm);
qD0(t) – vertical outflow tank D period t (mm/day);
qF0(t) – vertical outflow tank F period t (mm/day);
qB0t(t) – inflow from tank B to tank G period t (mm/day);
qD0t(t) – inflow from tank D to tank G period t (mm/day);
qF0t(t) – inflow from tank F to tank G period t (mm/day).
The outflow of tank G can be stated as:
qG(t) = cG * SGmean (t)

(14)

SGmean(t) = [(SG(t-1) + SG(t)]/2

(15)

As shown in Figure 1a), the stream flow of the original DISPRIN model (DISPRIN25 model) can be expressed as:
q(t) = qH(t) = cH * SHmean(t)

(16)

SHmean(t) = [(SH(t-1) + SH(t)]/2

(17)

SH(t)=qE1t(t) + qF1t(t) + qG(t)

(18)
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In the modified DISPRIN model (DISPRIN23 model),
the stream flow can be expressed as:
q(t) = qG(t) + qE1t(t) + qF1t(t)

(19)

qE1t(t) = (Ab/Aw) * qE1(t)

(20)

qF1t(t)= (Ab/Aw) * qF1(t)

x j ,i ,0  lb j

(21)

Where: q (t) = qH(t) – stream flow period t (mm/day);
cH – outlet coefficient tank H;
SH(t) – height of water level tank H period t (mm);
SH(t-1) – height of water level tank H period t-1 (mm);
qG(t) – outflow from tank G period t (mm/day);
qE1(t) – outflow from tank E period t (mm/day);
qF1(t) – outflow from tank F period t (mm/day);
qE1t(t) – inflow to tank H from tank E (mm/day);
qF1t(t) – inflow to tank H from tank F (mm/day).
q(t) is the river flow of period t at the watershed control
point in mm/day, river flow in units of m3/sec is expressed as:
Q(t) = Aw * q(t)/(86.4)

(22)

Calibration model
The parameter calibration model is an analogy of
solving the optimisation problem to produce the optimal value of the DISPRIN model parameters. The
objective function of the optimisation process is the
minimisation of deviation between the data training
debit curve and the debit curve of the model simulation result. In the metaheuristic method, the objective
function is expressed as the fitness value. The definition of the fitness value in the case of hydrological
model parameter optimisation has been widely proposed by previous researchers, including minimisation of the root mean square error (RMSE) (Hsu and
Yeh, 2015; Zhang X et al., 2012; Sulianto et al., 2018),
minimisation of the sum square error (SSE) [Setiawan
et al., 2003; Kim Oong H et al., 2005), maximisation of
the Nash-Sutcliffe (NS) efficiency (Zhang et al., 2008;
Bao et al., 2008; Uhlenbrook et al., 1999), the maximisation of the inverse mean square error (MSE) (Ngoc
et al., 2012), minimisation of the relative error (RE)
(Santos, 2011; Kuok King et al., 2011). In this article,
the fitness value is expressed as the RMSE minimisation calculated by the equation:

]2
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Where: F – fitness function, RMSE – root mean square
error (m3/s);
Qsim, t – discharge from simulated in period t (m3/s);
Qtrain,𝑥𝑥t�,�,�
– discharge
from� �,data
training
= 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙� + 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
) period t (m3/s);
1�(𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢
� − 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙�in
N – number of data points.

In this article, the problem solving optimisation is
done by using the DE algorithm. The DE algorithm is a
combination between stochastic and population based
search methods. DE has similarities with other evolutionary algorithms (EA), but differs in terms of distance
and direction information from the current population
used to guide the process of finding a better solution
(Storn and Price, 1997). The DE algorithm contains
4 components, namely 1) initialization, 2) mutation,
3) recombination or crossover and 4) selection.
The relationship between the DE algorithm component and the DISPRIN model simulation in the DISPRIN25-DE model and the DISPRIN23-DE model is
shown in Figure 2. The sequence of such analyses can
be systematically explained as follows:
1 Input data training set: evapotranspiration [Ep(t)], rainfall [P(t)], discharge observation [Qtraining(t)] and area
of up-land watershed zone [Au], hill-slope [Ah], bottom-slope [Ab].
2 Setting DE parameters: dimension (D), number of individual (N), upper limit (ubj) and lower limit (lbj) parameter s value, and maximum generation number
(maximum iteration). The value of D is corresponding
to the number of optimised DISPRIN model parameters. D = 25 for the original DISPRIN model, and D = 23
for the modified DISPRIN23 model.
3 Initialisation: the generation of the initial value of the
0th generation vector, the jth variables, and ith vector can
be represented by the following notation.
xj,i,0 = lbj + randj(,1)(ubj – lbj)

(24)

The random number is generated by the rand function, where the resulting number lies between
(0,1). Index j denotes the variable to j. In the case
of the original DISPRIN model, then j will be worth
1,2,3, .... 25, and in the case of the modified DISPRIN model, then j will be worth 1,2,3, .... 23.

245
246

optimised DISPRIN model parameters. D = 25 for the original DISPRIN model, and D = 23 for the modified
DISPRIN23 model.

247
248

3) Initialisation: the generation of the initial value of the 0th generation vector, the jth variables, and ith vector can be
represented by the following notation.

249
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(24)

250
The random number is generated by the rand function, where the resulting number lies between (0,1). Index j
251
denotes the variable to j. In the case of the original DISPRIN model, then j will be worth 1,2,3, .... 25, and in the
Fig. 2. Algorithm of the DISPRIN25-DE model and the DISPRIN23-DE model
252
case of the modified DISPRIN model, then j will be worth 1,2,3, .... 23.
253

254
255

Fig. 2 Algorithm of the DISPRIN25-DE model and the DISPRIN23-DE model

256
4) Mutation: this process will produce a population with a size of N vector experiment. Mutation is done by adding
4 Mutation: this process will produce a population with 5 Crossover: at this stage, DE crosses every vector
257
two vector differences to the third vector by the following notation:
a size of N vector experiment. Mutation is done by
(xi, g) with a mutant vector (vi, g), to form the vector of
258
(25)
adding two vector differences to the third vector by the
ui, g with the formula:
following
notation:
259
It appears
that two randomly selected vector differences need to be scaled before being added to the third vector,
260
controlling
population
rates. The base
xr0, g. Factor scale FЄ (0,1) has positive real values that are useful forvj,i,g
→ if (rand(0,1)
≤ Cr or j = jgrowth
rand
(26)
ui,g = uj,i,g =
261
) isr2,gdetermined
by random means,
from> Cr
theorindex
(r0–x
→ if (rand(0,1)
j≠jrand for the target vector
vi,gvector
= xr0,g index
+ F(xr1,g
)
(25)the value of which xisj,i,gdifferent
262
i. Besides being different from each other and different from the index for the base vector and the target vector, the
if per
trialmutant.
vector ui,g has a goal function value
263
for once
vector index of the difference between r1 and r2 is also chosen
It appears
that two randomly selected vector differ- 6 Selection:
smaller
than
the
destination
function
thenthe
264
(vi, g), to
form the vector
of uxi,i,gg, with
5)
Crossover:
this
stage,before
DE crosses
vector
(xi, g) with a mutant vector target
ences
need toatbe
scaled
beingevery
added
to the
ui,g will replace the position xi,g in the population in
265
formula:
third
vector, xr0, g. Factor scale FЄ (0,1) has positive
the next generation. If the opposite happens, then
266
(26)
real values that are useful for controlling populathe
target
vector
will
remain
in
its
position
in
the
tion growth rates. The base vector index (r0) is depopulation.
6)
Selection:
if trial vector
ui,g has
267
goal function
than the target destination function xi,g, then ui,g will
termined
by random
means,
the avalue
of whichvalue
is smaller
268
replace
the
position
x
i,g in the population in the next generation. If the opposite happens, then the target vector will
different from the index for the target vector i. Be- 7 The process of analysis of items 4), 5), and 6) is re269
remain in its position in the population.
peated from the 0th generation to the defined maxisides being different from each other and different
270
7)
Thetheprocess
items 4),
6) is repeated
the 0th
generation to Once
the defined
maximum
from
index of
foranalysis
the baseof vector
and5),
theand
target
mum from
generation
(max_iteration).
the maximum
271
generation
(max_iteration).
Once
the
maximum
generation
is
achieved,
it
will
generate
the
best
fitness
value
and the
vector, the vector index of the difference between r
generation is achieved, it will generate the best fitness
1

and r2 is also chosen for once per mutant.

value and the optimum parameter value.
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model, it produces the best fitness value 0.045 m3/s achieved in 147.45 minutes. The calibration
332
333
DISPRIN model parameters by applying the DISPRIN23-DE model generates the best fitness value 0
334
achieved within 139.60 minutes. The progress of achieving the best fitness values from the analysis o
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336
DE model is more effective than the DISPRIN25-DE model in terms of accuracy and speed in achie
337
conditions. The optimum values of the original DISPRIN model parameters and the modified D
338
parameters generated from the optimisation
process using the DE algorithm are shown in Table 3. Alt
the Brantas river system is shown in Figure 3. LesValidation and verification the model
339
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for all parameters, the
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340
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and
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el with an 342
input setmodel.
of dataThe
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andvalidation
the optimum
2
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respectively.
343
resulting
from
calibrationAbprocess
the, input
data. Model verification is done in the same
value of the
modelmodels
parameters
which
are the
generated
344
testing
data
setthe
as DISPRIN25-DE
input data. The comparison of the model performance indicator values in the mode
from the calibration
process
using
345
model
verification
2. 3. Location of the case study, Lesti watershed
model and the DISPRIN23-DE model. is shown in TableFig.
Verification of the model is done in the same way, but using the data testing set as the input data. The discharge
simulate from the output model will be compared with
the discharge from data training, and deviation test using 3 indicators, namely; RMSE, Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency (NSE) and persistence model efficiency indicators
(PME). NSE and PME are calculated by the formula:
N

NSE = 1 –

(Qtsim – Qtobs)2

t=1
N

obs
(Qtobs – Qmean
)2

(27)

t=1
N

PME = 1 –

t=1
N

t=1

(Qtsim – Qtobs)2
(Q

obs
t

(28)

–Q )

obs 2
t–1

Where: NSE – Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency;
PME – Persistency model efficiency;
Qtobs – Discharge observation period t, (m3/sec);
3
Qobs
t–1 – Discharge observation period t-1, (m /sec);
sim
3
Qt – Discharge simulation period t, (m /sec);
346
3
Qobs
mean – Average discharge observation, (m /sec).

347

NSE provides normal model performance indicators in
relation to the benchmark. NSE (dimensionless) measures the magnitude of the relative residual variant of
the observation discharge variant. The optimal value is
“1” and the value must be more than “0” to indicate the
minimum acceptable. PME measures the magnitude of
the relative residual variance (noise) for the variant of
the model error obtained by using simple persistence.
A simple persistence model is a minimal information
situation in which we assume that the best estimate of
the river flow in the next time step is given by the observational flow at the present time (Gupta et al., 1999).

Case study
Lesti watershed lies in the position 8o 02` 50`` to 8o
12` 10`` southern latitude and 112o 42` 58`` to 112o 56`
21`` east longitude.
The position of Lesti watershed in
348

349

Fig. 3

Location of the case study, Lesti watershed

The data series of hydroclimatology in this study is
the data recorded from January 1, 2011, to December
31, 2016. Evapotranspiration data were obtained from
the analysis using the Penmann method with the data
input in the form of wind velocity, temperature, humidity, and solar radiation. The climatic parameters
data were obtained from the recording process in Karangkates climatology station.
There are 4 rain gauge stations covered in Lesti watershed, namely Dampit, Turen, Wajak and Tirtoyudo.
The rainfall data were recorded in a daily period. The
average regional rainfall was calculated by the polygon Thiessen method. The weighting factor of the polygon Thiessen of the four rainfall stations was 38%,
9%, 19% and 34%, respectively. The stream flow data
from the recorded process in Tawangrejeni automatic

Fig. 4 Daily training and testing data sets
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water level record (AWLR) station is available in the
hourly period. The transformation of the hourly discharge data into daily discharge is calculated by an
algebraic average. Furthermore, the data series is
divided into two groups. The first group is used as a
training data set for parameter calibration and model
validation process, abd the second group is used as
a testing data set for the model verification process.
As a training data set is data recorded from 1 January
2007 to 31 December 2013, and as a testing data set
is data recorded from 1 January 2014, to 31 December

2020/76/2

2016. Daily period hydroclimatological data in the
graphic form are shown in Figure 4. The rainfall training data has the mean, the minimum, the maximum,
and the standard deviation of 6.17, 0.00, 77.76, and
9.62 mm/day, and the rainfall testing data demonstrated 6.76, 0.00, 83.87, 10.82 mm/day, respectively.
The discharge training data have the mean, the minimum, the maximum, and the standard deviation of
17.44, 5.91, 35.03, and 6.02 m3/s, and the discharge
testing data demonstrated 18.59, 5.99, 37.58, and
6.87 m3/s, respectively.

346
347 Fig. 4. Daily training and testing data sets
Fig. 3

Location of the case study, Lesti watershed

348
349

Fig. 4 Daily training and testing data sets

Results and discussion

8

The DISPRIN model implementation reference is still
very limited; thus, the feasibility limit of the parameters value becomes difficult to define. Referring to the
implementation of Sugawara’s Tank model from various references, the lower boundary (lbj) and the upper boundary (ubj) outlet coefficient are lbj_C = 0 and
ubj_C = 1, respectively. The value of the initial water
level and the height of the outlet is a positive number,
and varies depending on the watershed hydrological
characteristics being analysed. In this article, the lower boundary initial parameter of the storage and the
position of the minimum tank outlet (lbj_H) is set to
“0” and the maximum value (ubj_H) is approached by
trial and error. The results of the analysis using the

application of the DISPRIN25-DE model and the DISPRIN23-DE model generated the relevant ubj_H value
of 800 mm. Furthermore, the analysis, using the input
value lbj_C = 0, ubj_C = 1, lbj_H = 0, ubj_H = 800 mm,
parameters of individual (N) = 350, and maximum
generation (Iter_max) = 250, gives the result as shown
in Table 2, Table 3 and Figure 5 to Figure 10.
In the calibration stage of the original DISPRIN model
parameter performed by applying the DISPRIN25-DE
model, it produces the best fitness value 0.045 m3/s
achieved in 147.45 minutes. The calibration of the
modified DISPRIN model parameters by applying the
DISPRIN23-DE model generates the best fitness value 0.036 m3/s and is achieved within 139.60 minutes.
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The progress of achieving the best fitness values from
the analysis of both models is shown in Figure 5 and
Figure 6. This phenomenon indicates that the parameter calibration process in the DISPRIN23-DE model
is more effective than the DISPRIN25-DE model in
terms of accuracy and speed in achieving convergent
conditions. The optimum values of the original DISPRIN model parameters and the modified DISPRIN
model parameters generated from the optimisation
process using the DE algorithm are shown in Table
3. Although using the lower boundary input (LB) and
the upper boundary (UB) are the same values for all

parameters, the optimal value of all parameters in
the two models shows different results because both
models have different simulation schemes.

Fig. 5. Progress of the best fitness value from the DISPRIN25-DE

In the validation stage, both models produce RMSE and
NSE values of equal magnitude, which means that both
models have the same level of performance as good,
but the PME indicator shows significant differences in the
value. The application of the modified DISPRIN model
results in a larger PME value than the original DISPRIN
Model. The NSE value > 0.8 indicates that both models
are relevant to be applied in solving this problem.

model in the calibration stage

391
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399
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Model validation is done by applying the simulation of
the original DISPRIN model and the modified DISPRIN
model. The model validation process involves the
training data set and the optimum value of the parameters of the two models resulting from the calibration
process as the input data. Model verification is done
in the same way, but uses a testing data set as input
data. The comparison of the model performance indicator values in the model validation and model verification is shown in Table 2.

Comparison of the discharge training curve and the
discharge model curve is shown in Figure 7. The discharge curve from the outputs of the two models at
the validation stage can follow the seasonal trend
discharge training curve. The output discharge curve
from original DISPRIN models (green line) at low flow
conditions, normal flow and high flow tend to place
Fig. 6 Progress
of the best
fitness value
Fig. 5 Progress of the best fitness value
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in a moderate
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Fig. 7. Comparison of curve Q_training and Q_model in the validation stage
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Fig. 8 Plotting of distribution Q_training and Q_model in the validation stage
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Fig. 8 Plotting of distribution Q_training and Q_model in the validation stage
0.72. This result further reinforces the conclusion that tanks, hill-slope and bottom-slope are muted in the
the modified DISPRIN model can show more effective translation effect tanks and are streamed slowly. This
performance applied to watersheds with sharp fluctu- suggests that attempts to modify the original DISPRIN
ations than the original DISPRIN model. Based on the model (DISPRIN25 model) into the modified DISPRIN
simulation scheme as shown in Figure 1, the factor model (DISPRIN23 model) have shown better perforof the translation effect (channel flow) in the original mance when applied to small watersheds that have a
DISPRIN model is a distinguishing factor on the perfor- rather sharp fluctuation rate as in Lesti watershed.
mance of both models. The existence of the factor of The analysis results of the model verification stage
the translation effect presented by a tank with a bottom are shown in column [4] and column [6] of Table 2,
outlet actually becomes an obstacle to model efforts the comparison of discharge testing and the dis429
in anticipating the occurrence of sharp fluctuations of charge model is graphically shown in Figure 9 and
430
Fig. 9 Comparison of Q_testing and Q_model curves in the verification stage
the flow. Rapid flow changes due to the high rainfall Figure 10. The NSE and PME values resulting from
431 intensity occurring in the accumulation of up-land zone
model verification tend to be smaller compared with

Fig. 9 Comparison of Q_testing and Q_model curves in the verification stage
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426
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Fig. 7 Comparison of curve Q_training and Q_model in the validation stage

the model validation analysis results, which means
that both models show a decrease in performance.
This is understandable because the statistical characteristics of set data training differ from data testing.
The NSE value > 0.7 indicates that the results of the
analysis of both models are still acceptable. The original DISPRIN model analysis at the verification stage
resulted in a worse performance. The distribution of
discharge testing and the discharge model as shown
in Figure 10 is further away from the equation line,
and yields the determination coefficient (r2) = 0.59.
Figure 9 shows that the flow curve from the model

output is also unable to respond to the sharp fluctuations in flow. This condition makes the PME value
smaller, even negative. This indicates that the original
DISPRIN model is incorrect when applied to a responsive watershed that has a sharp fluctuation flow rate.
Analysis of the modified DISPRIN model can result
in better performance. The verification stage yields a
coefficient of determination (r2) = 0.71. This further reinforces that the modified DISPRIN model is relevant
enough when applied to responsive watersheds that
have sharp fluctuation rates as well as daily period
flow characteristics in Lesti watershed.

a - Original DISPRIN model

427
428

b - Modified DISPRIN model

Fig. 9. Comparison ofFig.
Q_testing
and Q_model
curves in the
verificationand
stageQ_model in the validation stage
8 Plotting
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429
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Fig. 9 Comparison of Q_testing and Q_model curves in the verification stage

Fig. 10. Plotting of distribution Q_testing and

Q_model in the verification stage

a - Original DISPRIN model

Fig. 10

b - Modified DISPRIN model

Plotting of distribution Q_testing and Q_model in the verification stage
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Conclusion
Modifying the original DISPRIN model (DISPRIN25
model) to a modified DISPRIN model (DISPRIN23
model) by ignoring the translation effect factor can
be a solution to extend the daily period debit data series on small watersheds that have sharp flow fluctuations. Based on the indicators RMSE, NSE, and
PME, the modified DISPRIN model combined with
the DE algorithm is proven to work more effectively.
Testing the model on Lesti watershed (319.14 km2)
using database input daily periods can show very
good performance, both at the calibration stage and
the validation stage. In the application of the original
DISPRIN model, the resulting flow curve can follow
the seasonal trend of the observation flow curve. Low

flow conditions, normal flow and high flow curves resulting from the original DISPRIN model tend to put
themselves in a moderate position. Sharp flow fluctuations that occur due to high rainfall intensity in
the daily period cannot be responded properly. This
condition is the cause of the low value of PME produced. The modified DISPRIN model can correct the
weaknesses of the original DISPRIN model. Application of this model can provide a better PME value.
Sharp flow fluctuations due to short periods of high
intensity rain can respond better. This proves that the
modified DISPRIN model is more relevant when applied to a small watershed with fast flow responses
as occurs in tropical rivers in the archipelago.
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